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Abstract 
Graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) are novel nanofillers holding attractive cha-
racteristics, including vigorous compatibility with majority polymers, out-
standing mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties. In this study, the 
outstanding GNPs filler was reinforced to the epoxy matrix and carbon fa-
bric/epoxy hybrid composite slabs to enrich their mechanical properties. 
Graphene nanoplatelets of 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 weight percentages were inte-
grated into the epoxy and the physico-mechanical (microstructure, density, 
tensile, flexural and impact strength) properties were investigated. Further-
more, the mechanical properties of unfilled and 1 wt% GNPs filled carbon 
fabric/epoxy hybrid composite slabs were investigated. Subsequently, note-
worthy improvement in the mechanical properties was conquered for the 
carbon fabric/epoxy hybrid composites. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the past few years, extensive research has been carried out in polymer 
based composites, especially the thermoset epoxy matrix material strengthened 
with synthetic fibers and nanofillers, chiefly owing to the noteworthy enrich-
ment of mechanical, thermo-mechanical, and electrical properties at a very low 
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loading (<3 wt%) of nanoparticles, compared to unfilled and micron-sized 
epoxy/fiber hybrid composites [1]-[6]. The pragmatic enhancements are fre-
quently achieved by the hefty aspect ratio and large specific surface area of na-
no-dimensioned fillers composed with the paramount dispersed structure and 
better interface of nanoparticles with the polymer matrix material [7] [8] [9] 
[10]. 

Epoxy matrix material is one of the most commonly used primary phases in a 
composite because of lesser shrinkage, outstanding adhesion and better resis-
tance to solvent [11] [12]. Some of the applications of epoxy based nanocompo-
sites include aerospace, automotive, marine, sporting goods, construction, 
structures, electrical and electronic systems, biomedical devices, power plants, 
adhesives, paints and coatings, industrial tooling and other general consumer 
products [12]. There is a growing need for multi-phase composites with multi-
functional properties such as augmented mechanical, thermal, electrical, and 
damp proof properties to satisfy the requests of voluminous aerospace, automo-
tive, and electrical applications. Also, it is very well acknowledged that only 
mono-composite may not be able to encounter the prerequisite [13]. The mix-
ture of fiber as primary strengthening phase and secondary phase as nanofiller 
combinations could be operational to get the multifunctional properties [10] 
[14] [15] [16]. 

In the recent years, accessibility to the nanofillers has unwrapped an innova-
tive field to manufacture hybrid composites with multifunctional properties. A 
number of investigations proved enhancement in multifunctional properties of 
epoxy/carbon fiber composite with nanofillers for example graphite, graphene 
oxide, graphene platelets, carbon nanotubes, nanoclay, etc. [10] [16] [17] [18] [19] 
[20]. The research community already recognized that very little volume of nanofil-
lers can significantly improve the electrical, mechanical, and thermo-mechanical, 
and damping properties of the carbon-epoxy hybrid composites. 

Numerous specialists have conveyed the distinctive creation techniques to 
achieve the best mechanical presentation of epoxy/carbon fiber strengthened 
composite with different inorganic nanofillers [21] [22]. Graphene is single, 
slight layer graphite and most grounded material on the planet [23]. Mechanical 
properties of graphene are modulus 1 TPa, and strength of 130 GPa [24]. Gra-
phene nanoplatelets (GNPs) have created as one of the novel nanofillers for po-
lymer nanocomposites with incredible harmony between multifunctional prop-
erties and cost. Various graphene scattering strategies into polymer frameworks 
have been investigated, to be specific mechanical blending, sonication and 
three-roll mill. King et al. [25] and Raza et al. [26] utilized mechanical blending 
strategy to scatter graphene into epoxy framework. They reported decrease of 
mechanical properties with increment of GNPs stacking. Researchers [27] [28] 
[29] [30] previously dispersed GNPs into a solvent and afterward the solution 
was blended in with epoxy and finally the solvent was removed by evaporation. 
It is notable that solvent removal is a challenge and any residual solvent will de-
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grade the mechanical properties of the matrix and responsible to bring poor 
composite material. The projected applications of graphene filled polymer based 
nanocomposites depend on the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties. 
Graphene filled polymer composites are currently starting to see and, thus, the 
potential applications of these new materials are still open for further research. 
Several graphene filled polymer nanocomposites for structural, electrical, and 
power plant applications are summarized in Table 1 [30]-[36]. 

Lately, reinforcing inorganic nanoparticles such as organo-modified montmo-
rillonite, nano-CaCO3, and carbon nanotubes, graphene, has successfully im-
proved the hardness and specific strength/stiffness of fiber strengthened polymer 
composites owing to the high intrinsic strength and large specific surface area of 
these nanofillers [16] [37] [38] [39] [40]. Among all these reinforcing materials, 
carbon nanotubes and graphene have the highest elastic modulus and the most 
suitable compatibility with the epoxy matrix because of their similar density to 
epoxy matrix [41] [42] [43]. Especially, graphene is much easier to disperse in 
the epoxy matrix than the entangled carbon nanotubes due to its huge transverse 
size [41] [42] and thus it shows prodigious budding reinforcing material for ob-
taining superior nanocomposites [41] [42] [44] [45] [46]. Larger surface area, 
excellent thermal conductivity, and very high Young’s modulus have attracted 
widespread research interest in recent years with ever increasing scientific and 
technological stimulus. 

 
Table 1. Applications of graphene modified epoxy mono/hybrid composites. 

Composites Properties Applications Reference 

Graphene oxide-epoxy Storage modulus, tensile and flexural 
properties, fracture toughness 

Automotive and power plants Wan et al. [31] 

Epoxy/Graphene oxide Tensile properties, fracture toughness, 
Dynamic mechanical properties, 
Thermo-gravimetric analysis 

Automotive and power plants Wan et al. [32] 

Amine functionalized graphene filled epoxy Tensile and electrical properties Structural and Electrical Ghaleb et al. [33] 

epoxy/Graphene oxide Fracture toughness Electrical conductivity Structural and Electrical Wang et ai. [34] 

Epoxy/GNPs nanocomposites Thermomechanical properties and impact 
strength 

Structural Seong and Kim [35] 

Graphene based GF/Ep Tensile and flexural properties 
Fatigue life 

Transport vehicles Yavari et al. [36] 

Carbon fiber composites with GNPs Mechanical and Electrical Properties Structural and Electrical Qin et al. [42] 

Carbon fiber/graphene oxide/epoxy mechanical properties Structural Pathak et al. [19] 

Graphene modified carbon/epoxy Electrical, thermal and mechanical Electrical, structural  
and power plant 

Imran and  
Shivakumar [22] 

GNPs/epoxy Mechanical properties Structural King et al. [25] 

Pristine graphene/epoxy Mechanical and electrical properties Structural and Electrical Wajid et al. [29] 

Graphene/epoxy composites Mechanical properties Structural Tang et al. [30] 

Graphene oxide/woven carbon fiber/epoxy Static and dynamic mechanical properties Automotive and power plants Adak et al. [10] 
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The purpose of this research work is to present a method to enhance the me-
chanical properties of carbon-epoxy composites with and without homoge-
neously dispersed GNPs for practical applications. Enhanced GNPs-epoxy in-
terface bonding is achieved using three-roll mill. Homogeneous dispersion is 
further facilitated through sonication. Then the physico-mechanical properties 
measurements of mono-nanocomposites are presented. After detailed experi-
mentation to achieve good mechanical properties, the carbon fabric reinforced 
epoxy (Cf-Ep) hybrid composites with 1 wt% GNPs was tested for hardness, ten-
sile, flexure and impact properties. The current findings may signpost a note-
worthy guidance for fabricating fiber reinforced thermoset composite reinforced 
with nanofillers having a mixture of good dispersion of filler in the matrix, im-
proved interfacial bonding, superior hardness and high strength as well as modulus. 

2. Materials, Fabrication and Characterizations 
2.1. Materials 

The material constituents are epoxy matrix (Epon 828) as primary phase, carbon 
fabric (3 K-AS4-8HS) as primary strengthening phase and graphene nanoplate-
lets (xGnP-25) as secondary strengthening phase. Epon 828 epoxy matrix was 
selected as primary continuous phase due to its wide applications in the field of 
polymer composite structures for automotive and aerospace applications. The 
dynamic viscosity of the Epon 828 was 11,000 - 15,000 cP and epoxy equivalent 
weight was 185 - 192 g∙mol−1. The curing agent selected was Epicure W, is an 
aromatic amine curing agent with amine hydrogen equivalent weight (AHEW) 
43 - 46 g∙mol−1. Its dynamic viscosity was 100 - 300 cP and acts as curing agent at 
higher temperature. The mixing ratio Epon 828 to Epicure W was 100:26.4 by 
weight as per the supplier details. These materials were supplied by Mil-
ler-Stephenson Inc. Graphene nanoplatelets (xGnP M-25) was supplied by XG 
Sciences Inc. Graphene nanoplatelets dimensions are about 6 - 10 nm thick, sur-
face area of 120 - 150 m2∙g−1 and average particle diameter is about 25 nm. The 
woven carbon fabric was supplied by Northern Composites and has areal density 
of 372 g∙m−2, and the density of the carbon fiber is 1.79 g∙cm−3 [47]. 

2.2. Fabrication of GNPs-Ep and Cf-Ep/GNPs Composites 

For the control material, epoxy matrix and curing agent were mixed by mechan-
ical blending at 500 rpm for 10 min and degassed at 60˚C for 30 min to evacuate 
air bubbles. For the GNPs-Ep nanocomposites, GNPs (0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, 1.5 wt% 
and 2 wt%) was distributed to epoxy matrix using three-roll mill. For this pur-
pose, first epoxy and GNPs were blended by hand stirring for 2 min and using 
three-roll mill (Model EXAKT 80E). At that point the determined amount of 
curing agent was blended using mechanical mixer at 500 rpm for 10 min and 
degassed at 60˚C for 30 min to evacuate air bubbles like as control system. De-
tails of matrix preparation were discussed in the previous study [22]. 

Dry woven carbon fabrics were impregnated by hand lay-up stacking. Around 
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20 g of resin was impregnated to each ply for both Cf-Ep and Cf-Ep/GNPs hy-
brid nanocomposites. At that point the resin impregnated fabrics were stowed 
and held it under vacuum (0.1 MPa) for 12 h. This vacuum pressure helps to eva-
cuate trapped air incorporated during the lamination. Thickness of the laminates 
was constrained by adjusting the thickness of metallic plug. Compression molding 
was done by (450 mm × 450 mm) Wabash Press (Model: 150-1818-2TM). Details 
of Cf-Ep and Cf-Ep/GNPs hybrid nanocomposites were discussed in the pre-
vious study [47]. 

2.3. Characterizations of Composites 

The micro structural and physico-mechanical properties of GNPs-Ep and 
Cf-Ep/GNPs mono and hybrid composites respectively were evaluated by per-
forming microstructure using scanning electron microscopy, density, porosity, 
hardness, and static mechanical properties measurements. 

The densities of the coupons were determined using an electronic weighing 
machine (Mettler Toledo: Model AX 205) with a sensitivity of 0.0001 g confer-
ring to the Archimedes principle and linked with the theoretical densities of 
Epon 828 (ρm = 1.16 g∙cm−3), GNPs (ρnp = 0.9 g∙cm−3) and carbon fiber (ρf = 1.79 
g∙cm−3). Theoretical densities of the fabricated composites coupons (ρc), was 
calculated using equation:  

1 f npm

c m f np

W WW
ρ ρ ρ ρ

= + +                       (1) 

where, cρ  is the density of the composites, , ,m f npW W W  are the weight frac-
tions of epoxy, carbon fiber and GNPs.  

Micro structural studies help to show the accumulation and dispersion of na-
noparticles over the prepared mono and hybrid composites. The fabricated 
composites were cut into 12 mm × 12 mm square specimen and gold-sputtered 
before SEM examinations. A high resolution scanning electron microscope (FEI 
ESEM Quanta 200, Resolution < 5 nm, 25 kV SE, Tungsten Emitter filament) 
was used. 

Shore hardness meter (Shore-A to D) is one of the most generally utilized ap-
paratus to measure hardness portrayal of polymeric materials. The hardness was 
assessed by the depth of notch caused by an inflexible ball under a spring force, 
the notch being transformed to hardness degrees on a circular scale extending 
from 0 to 100. The hardness scale from 0 to 100 is selected to such an extent that 
“0” expresses to a rubber having flexible modulus of zero and “100” speaks to 
elastic having interminable versatile modulus. Hardness tests were performed 
following ASTM D2240 standard. The hardness measurements were performed 
at ten different locations, and the mean value of hardness was calculated for each 
coupon. Hardness values reported in the present work is an average value of ten 
readings. 

Mechanical test coupons were cut to standard size using a diamond tipped 
cutter. Tensile and flexural testing was conducted using a universal testing ma-
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chine (UTM: 100 kN, Kalpak software, Kalpak instruments and controls, Pune, 
India). At least five coupons for each composite prepared were tested to obtain 
mean data and all tests were carried out at room temperature. The tensile tests 
and flexural tests were carried out according to ASTM D638-15 and ASTM 
D790-03 respectively at a cross head speed of 2.5 and 1 mm/min. 

Impact tests are designed to measure the resistance to failure to a suddenly 
applied load namely collision, falling object or instantaneous blow. Izod impact 
test measures the energy absorbed prior to failure. The Izod impact test was 
performed on a computerized Izod/Charpy impact tester (International Equip-
ment’s, Mumbai, India) 220 V, 60 Hz pendulum using 11 and 22 J hammers. 
Composite coupons were cut and machined from the composite slabs. The di-
mensions of 62.5 mm × 12.7 mm × 10 mm were specified by ASTM D256 stan-
dard [48]. At least five coupons for each composite prepared were tested to ob-
tain mean data and all tests were carried out at room temperature. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Microstructure of Mono and Hybrid Composites 

The fractured surface micrographs using SEM of a typical coupon from the 
mono and hybrid composites are displayed in Figures 1(a)-(d) and Figure 2(a), 
Figure 2(b) in that order. It can be detected that the network of microcracks, 
ridges, dimpled forms, and clefts on the fracture surfaces are much more notice-
able for the GNPs reinforced epoxy mono-composites (Figures 1(b)-(d)). It is also 
clear that GNPs debonded from other nanoparticles as well as from the epoxy 
matrix, and then microcracks diverted along epoxy matrix side (Figure 1(d)).  

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. SEM micrographs of mono-composites: (a) Virgin epoxy, (b) 0.5 GNPs-Ep, (c) 
1 GNPs-Ep, (d) 2GNPs-Ep. 
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of hybrid composites: (a) Cf-Ep/0.5GNPs, (b) Cf-Ep/1GNPs. 

 
Even distribution of GNPs in the epoxy matrix is still puzzling and different 
methods of mixing of GNPs have been tried and three-roll mill mixing followed 
by sonication has been widely accepted as a potential method for even distribu-
tion of GNPs in the epoxy matrix material [47]. As expected, the GNPs were 
randomly –oriented and dispersed in the epoxy matrix (Figures 1(b)-(d)). The 
surface morphology for the virgin epoxy coupon, (Figure 1(a)) is much less 
featured than those of the GNPs reinforced epoxy mono-composite coupons. 
Also, the fractured surface displays a typical fracture pattern like fragile pattern 
and fracture surface is coarse and their crack becomes more unsystematic. 

Figure 2 shows the fractured morphology of Cf-Ep and Cf-Ep/1GNPs com-
posites. Interfacial failure demonstrates key contribution to the failure of the 
mono-Cf-Ep composite, which is obvious from its debonded fiber-matrix inter-
faces and charming fiber imprint as well as few fiber breakages as shown in Fig-
ure 2(a). Incorporation of GNPs in the epoxy matrix has improved the extent of 
Cf-Ep adhesion as can be observed in Cf-Ep/1GNPs hybrid composite (Figure 
2(b)). It is very interesting to note that the 2-d GNPs has considerably improved 
the Cf/Ep interfacial adhesion to pronounced extent in hybrid composite and 
that has been revealed from the sound adhered epoxy matrix on the fiber surface 
as presented in Figure 2(b). 

3.2. Density of Mono and Hybrid Composites 

Density is an important parameter used to estimate the porosity of resultant 
mono or hybrid composites and most of the structural applications consider 
density as a principal characteristic. The effects of GNPs loading on density of 
the virgin epoxy and Cf-Ep hybrid composites produced are listed in Table 2. 
Generally due to the presence of porosity and voids, there is continuously some 
variation happens between actual and theoretical density values. According to 
the “rule of mixture” the theoretical density of Epon 828 with 0.5 wt% of GNPs 
is 1.547 g∙cm−3. The measured density of the GNPS-Ep mono-composites mar-
ginally varied with three-roll mill mixing followed by sonication method used 
for fabrication. The distribution of GNPs is prejudiced by good wettability of 
nanoparticles in the epoxy resin. 

Table 2 shows the mean (±upper and lower deviation) measured density of  
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Table 2. Density and voids of mono and hybrid nanocomposites. 

Composites 

Mechanical Properties 

Theoretical 
Density (g/cm3) 

Measured Density 
(g/cm3) 

Voids 
(%) 

Epon 828 
(Ep) 

1.16 1.148 ± 0.02 1.03 

GNPs filled epoxy (0.5 GNPs-Ep) 1.159 1.141 ± 0.03 1.55 

GNPs filled epoxy (1.0 GNPs-Ep) 1.157 1.135 ± 0.02 1.90 

GNPs filled epoxy (1.5 GNPs-Ep) 1.156 1.123 ± 0.05 2.86 

GNPs filled epoxy (2.0 GNPs-Ep) 1.155 1.118 ± 0.04 3.20 

Carbon fabric-Epon 828 (Cf-Ep) 1.507 1.477 ± 0.02 2.0 

Cf-Epon 828 with GNPs (Cf-Ep/1.0GNPs) 1.504 1.464 ± 0.05 2.7 

 
mono and hybrid nanocomposites. The measured density of mono-composites 
decreases almost near linearly with increasing GNPs loading. According to the 
linear fitting, the trend for measured density of mono-composites is y = 0.0013x 
+ 1.16 and R2 = 0.9657. It is clear from Table 2 that there is considerable de-
crease in voids for 0.5 wt% and 1 wt% GNPs filled epoxy composites. However, 
the voids are increased for 1.5 wt% and 2 wt% filled epoxy composites because of 
agglomeration. The decrease in voids for lower filler loading could be due to 
lower volume, and good as well as better interfacial bonding between the GNPs 
and epoxy in the final composites. These results indicate combination of 
three-roll mill and sonication mixing helps to reduce the porosity in especially 
lower nanofiller (<1 wt%) filled epoxy mono-composites. 

The fiber volume fraction of Cf-Ep and hybrid nanocomposite slabs was cal-
culated following ASTM D 3171. The mean values of fiber volume fraction of 
Cf-Ep and hybrid nanocomposite slabs were 56.4% and 51.8% individually. Addi-
tion of GNPs increased the viscosity of Epon 828 and entrapped air which circum-
scribed the congestion of resin and that may be the reason for increased volume 
fraction of voids in hybrid nanocomposites (Table 2; Cf-Ep and Cf-Ep/1GNPs). 

3.3. Hardness of Mono and Hybrid Composites 

The Shore hardness tests (Shore-D) were performed on the fabricated mono and 
hybrid nanocomposites as per ASTM standard. The indentation of the coupon at 
ten different locations was noticed and the averages of the measured values were 
taken. 

Figure 3 shows the Shore-D hardness of the nanocomposite coupons which 
expanded by a generally excellent edge for mono-composite system. The glassy 
surface finish was seen for mono-nanocomposites. The hardness value of 71 
(Shore-D) for the pristine Ep and the coupons of mono-nanocomposites Ep with 
GNPs expanded up to 80 for the 2 wt% (2GNPs-Ep) as it is improved by 12.7% 
and followed an improvement of 9.9% with 1.5GNPs-Ep nanocomposites (Table 
2). The explanation behind this pattern might be credited to the conceivable  
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Figure 3. Hardness of mono and hybrid nanocomposites. 

 
hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl and carbonyl groups of graphene with 
that of epoxy resin [49]. Diminishing hardness estimations of 72 and 77 were 
seen for Cf-Ep and Cf-Ep/1GNPs hybrid nanocomposites. This expansion in 
hardness for mono-nanocomposites is because of density of cross linking favors 
improvement in hardness. However, for unfilled Cf-Ep composite doesn’t give 
any change in light of the fact that the outside of the Cf-Ep is filled distinctly by 
Ep matrix material. Measured hardness information sign that the epoxy matrix 
turns out to be increasingly adaptable affected by the GNPs utilized in the ex-
amination. From the obtained hardness information for hybrid nanocomposite, 
it tends to be presumed that the hardness is diminished with the incorporation 
of GNPs. As a rule, the addition of GNPs with various loadings increases the 
hardness contrasted with pristine Ep. Comparable discoveries likewise got by 
Molazemhosseini et al. [50], which showed that the expansion of little weight di-
visions of silica nanoparticles can mend the hardness of PEEK-hybrid compo-
sites strengthened with short carbon-fibers with increment in hardness as the 
loading of nanoparticles escalates. As the weight fraction of nanoparticle up-
surges, filler particles plug in the hole between the fiber and matrix and structure 
an increasingly thick structure and hence the hardness raises [51]. 

3.4. Tensile Properties of Mono and Hybrid Composites 

The mechanical performance of the GNPs filled Ep and Cf-Ep with 1.0 wt% 
GNPs loading are important for structural applications. Figure 4 shows the 
tensile stress/strain curves of these nanocomposites. The results revealed that 
the GNPs loading had a profound effect on both tensile strength and modulus 
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of the composites. It is found (see Table 3) that an increase in GNPs loading in 
Ep up to 1 wt% leads to an increase in both tensile strength as well as modulus 
of elasticity of the epoxy nanocomposites. A further increase in GNPs loading 
up to 2 wt%, causes decrease in tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of 
mono-nanocomposites, which is consistent with the observation in the tensile 
properties of other epoxy/graphene composites [52]. The reason for decrease in 
strength and fracture strain in 1.5 wt% and 2 wt% GNPs-Ep nanocomposites 
could be due to the microscopic separation and the stiffness of GNPs. The 
maximal tensile strength (72.01 MPa) and tensile modulus (2.73 GPa) are shown 
by the epoxy composite with 1 wt% GNPs loading. From Figure 4, it can be seen 
that the linear elastic region is revealed at low strains of 14% - 18% for GNPs-Ep 
nanocomposites. Further, it can also be seen that the elastic region of pristine Ep 
and 0.5 GNPs-Ep is greater than that of other GNPs filled Ep nanocomposites. 
This indicated that incorporation of GNPs into Ep matrix resulted in strong in-
teractions between GNPs and Ep matrix material, which restricted the motion of 
the Ep matrix. However, for CF-Ep with GNPs hybrid composites, the linear 
elastic region is revealed at high strains of 80% - 90%. From the results it can be 
concluded that there exist an optimum filler loading of 1 wt% in Ep matrix ma-
terial. 

 

 
Figure 4. Typical stress/strain curves under tensile mode for mono-nanocomposites. 

 
Table 3. Mechanical properties of mono and hybrid nancomposites. 

Composites 

Mechanical Properties 

Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile Modulus 
(GPa) 

Fracture Strain (%) 

Ep 66.71 ± 3.5 2.35 ± 0.5 4.80 ± 0.1 

0.5 GNPs-Ep 68.71 ± 2.3 2.49 ± 0.9 4.40 ± 0.2 

1.0 GNPs-Ep 72.01 ± 2.9 2.73 ± 0.8 4.25 ± 0.1 

1.5 GNPs-Ep 68.95 ± 2.6 2.48 ± 1.2 4.32 ± 0.3 

2.0 GNPs-Ep 67.98 ± 3.1 2.47 ± 1.4 4.25 ± 0.4 

Cf-Ep 724.40 ± 8.5 64.82 ± 1.5 3.13 ± 0.1 

CF-Ep/1.0GNPs 754.56 ± 6.5 70.65 ± 0.5 3.21 ± 0.2 
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The experimental results of tensile tests of pristine Ep and its GNPs filled Ep 
nanocomposites with different GNPs loading, comprising tensile strength, ten-
sile modulus, and fracture strains are summarized in Table 3. It is evident that 
both the tensile strength and modulus of elasticity for GNPs filled Ep nanocom-
posites accomplished a certain increase when compared to pristine Ep, whereas 
there are some striking differences. The tensile strength and modulus of elastici-
ty for GNPs filled Ep nanocomposites reached the maximum value simulta-
neously at the GNPs loading of 1 wt% with a slight increase of 8% and 12%, re-
spectively, and both properties of other GNPs loaded Ep coupons decreased with 
further increasing GNPs loading. However, the tensile strength and modulus of 
elasticity for CF-Ep/GNPs hybrid nanocomposites reached the maximum value 
simultaneously at the GNPs loading of 1 wt% with a trivial increase of 4% and 
9%, respectively when compared to unfilled CF-Ep composites. The addition of 
GNPs slightly increased the stiffness of epoxy matrix material. The reinforce-
ment effect was from the transfer of the mechanical properties of the GNPs, 
which was also ascribed to the enriched interfacial adhesion [53]. The higher 
tensile properties achieved for mono and hybrid nanocomposites can be attri-
buted to the following explanation: 1) long-chain graphene has better compati-
bility with the Ep matrix; 2) the toughen modifier offered a good compatibility 
with epon 828 matrix and GNPs/carbon fiber reinforcement. Further, larger 
layer spacing is more conducive to the solvent on its exfoliating, which permits 
the GNPs to be uniformly dispersed in the Ep matrix. Such exceptional disper-
sion and good compatibility are not only beneficial for improving the load 
transfer between Ep/GNPs/Cfs, nevertheless also augmenting the energy dissipa-
tion of the nanocomposites during fracture process. Furthermore, high loading 
of GNPs (1.5 wt% and 2 wt%) in Ep could lead to typical agglomerate of gra-
phene layers cause a stress concentration during the fracture testing. this phe-
nomenon was accountable for damaging stress transfer from the Ep to the gra-
phene layers, causing worsening of the mechanical properties. Similar degrada-
tion in the tensile properties of graphene in epoxy composites was observed in 
the literature [30] [54]. 

3.5. Flexural Properties of Mono and Hybrid Composites 

Table 4 and Figure 5(a), Figure 5(b) displays the effect of GNPs loading on the 
flexural strength, modulus, and fracture strain of mono and hybrid nanocompo-
sites. When the loading of GNPs is up to 1 wt%, the strengthening effect is more 
significant and consistent with the tensile properties. Further loading of GNPs 
(>1 wt%) into the epoxy matrix, the flexural strength can be made to decrease 
from 105.01 MPa of 1GNPs-Ep nanocomposite to 94.45 MPa and 93.56 MPa of 
the 1.5 wt% and 2 wt% loading of GNPs-Ep nanocomposites (approximately, a 
decrease of 10% - 11%). Similarly, the flexural modulus decreases from 2.79 GPa 
of 1 GNPs-Ep nanocomposite to 2.63 GPa and 2.62 GPa of the 1.5 wt% and 2 
wt% loading of GNPs-Ep nanocomposites, a decrease of 6%. Furthermore, in-
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crease of GNPs >1 wt%, may cause the decrease in the flexural strength and 
modulus of the Ep nanocomposites, which may be due to the presence of GNPs 
agglomerates. Nonetheless the flexural strength and modulus is still better than 
that of the pristine Ep matrix. It can be clearly seen from Table 4 that the flexur-
al strength/modulus enhancement effect is superior when lower loadings (0.5 
and 1 wt%) of GNPs are added to the Epon 828 matrix. Moreover, as the loading 
of GNPs is less (≤1 wt%), the reinforcement effect has been remarkable. The 
flexural strength and modulus of the 1 wt% loading GNPs-Ep nanocomposite is 
105.01 MPa and 2.75 GPa, respectively. Therefore, the flexural strength and 
modulus on flexural property increase by 14% and 10%, respectively, compared 
with that of pristine Epon 828 matrix. The improvement of the flexural strength 
and flexural modulus is attributed to the better dispersion and exfoliation of 
GNPs in Epon 828 matrix, consistent with the exploration of tensile properties, 
resulting in higher stress transfer efficiency and better strengthening effect. 

3.6. Impact Strength of Mono and Hybrid Composites 

The impact strength of mono and hybrid nanocomposites is as shown in Figure 
6. Well dispersed GNPs considerably increase impact strength of Ep matrix up  

 

 
Figure 5. Typical stress/strain curves under flexure mode for: (a) Mono-nanocomposites, (b) hybrid 
nanocomposites. 

 
Table 4. Flexural properties of mono and hybrid nanocomposites. 

Composites 

Mechanical Properties 

Flexural Strength 
(MPa) 

Flexural Modulus 
(GPa) 

Fracture Strain (%) 

Ep 91.89 2.54 5.01 

0.5 GNPs-Ep 98.56 2.75 5.24 

1.0 GNPs-Ep 105.01 2.79 5.31 

1.5 GNPs-Ep 94.45 2.63 5.09 

2.0 GNPs-Ep 93.56 2.62 5.05 

Cf-Ep 724.40 64.82 3.13 

CF-Ep/1.0GNPs 754.56 70.65 3.21 
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to 1.5 wt%. Ep with 1.5 wt% GNPs shows about 61% higher impact strength in 
comparison with pristine matrix material. The increase in impact strength may 
be due to micro-plastic deformation forming round the GNPs. Similar trend 
with increase in impact strength, due to improved interfacial bonding between 
the functionalized graphene nanoplatelets and the epoxy matrix was found in the 
reference [35]. Pristine Ep with higher loading of GNPs (>1.5 wt%) showed the 
decrease of impact strength in comparison with other mono-composites. Like-
wise, Liu et al. and Wei et al. [54] [55] probed the interphase of epoxy/graphene 
oxide and reported upsurge in the modulus and toughness. Reason of adverse 
impact properties is agglomeration of nanoparticles in pristine Ep matrix. Izod 
impact strength of unfilled Cf-Ep and 1 GNPs filled CF-Ep hybrid nanocompo-
sites is compared with mono-nanocomposites and are shown in Figure 6. Re-
sults clearly show incorporation of carbon fabric and GNPs in Ep have got fa-
vourable influence on impact strength of nanocomposites on the base of the 
pristine Ep matrix. 

4. Conclusions 

• Graphene filled epoxy and their hybrid nanocomposites are stimulating new 
materials which are finding place in electrical, electronics, automotive, and 
construction industries. The remarkably higher mechanical properties of 
epoxy with graphene nano-reinforcement make them flawless material to 
strengthen the composites. Microstructure and physico-mechanical proper-
ties evaluations were accomplished in Epon 828 epoxy nanocomposites mod-
ified with GNPs and carbon fibers. 

 

 
Figure 6. Impact strength of mono and hybrid nanocomposites. 
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• Fractographs form scanning electron microscopic remarks a transition from 
total brittle Ep (0 wt% GNPs) to moderately ductile (0.5 wt% to 2 wt%) frac-
ture. 

• The use of GNPs in Ep and Cf-Ep fetches improvement in the mechanical 
properties of nanocomposites. However, an optimal loading of 1 wt% GNPs 
has been observed in mono and hybrid nanocomposites. 

• The tensile strength and modulus increased by adding GNPs into Ep, and 
GNPs up to 1 wt% loading as compared to Cf-Ep composites. However, fur-
ther addition of GNPs (>1 wt%) slightly reduced the strength and modulus 
values as compared to other nanocomposites. 

• A increment in flexural strength (105.01 MPa) and bending modulus (2.79 
GPa) for the 1 wt% GNPs-Ep nanocomposite and flexural strength (754.56 
MPa) and bending modulus (70.65 GPa) for the 1 wt% GNPs in CF-Ep hy-
brid nanocomposite were found in comparison with pristine Ep matrix 
(91.98 MPa and 2.54 GPa), respectively. 

• Well-dispersed nanoparticles of GNPs up to the loading of about 1.5 wt% in-
crease Izod impact absorbed energy of Ep matrix. Under hybrid nanocompo-
sites, both carbon fibers and GNPs loading of 1 wt% also enhanced the im-
pact absorbed energy of Ep matrix. Ample increment was found for the Izod 
impact absorbed energy from the pristine epoxy (3.8 J/m2) to 1.5 wt% GNPs 
filled Ep (6.1 J/m2) and 1.0 GNPs in CF-Ep hybrid nanocomposites (10.9 
J/m2). 
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